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Rainwater harvesters know that the quality of water from properly designed and maintained rainwater
harvesting systems is often superior to many utility waters. A rainwater entry recently won First Prize for
purified water at the Berkeley Springs International Water Tasting competition, appliances often last longer
when rainwater is used, irrigators observe better crops when using rainwater, many of the contaminants
within the EPA Drinking Water standard are found only in ground- and surface-water sources, greenhouse
growers find that some contaminants commonly found in utility water inhibit their crops, etc.

When Return on Investment is discussed with regard to the cost-effectiveness of rainwater harvesting, I
have never seen a value placed on the quality of rainwater.

Can the quality of rainwater be converted into a dollar value to strengthen the arguments of rainwater-
harvesting business proposals?

John
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If rainwater is used for toilet flushing and/or laundry, its high quality can have economic benefits at the
wastewater treatment plant. I live in Davis, CA, where the municipal supply (groundwater) is high in TDS
and water softeners are common. As a result, the city occasionally exceeds the maximum salinity allowed
under its wastewater discharge permit, which can lead to fines (economic cost). Also, none of the local
farmers are interested in the recycled water for irrigation because it's too salty (lost economic opportunity).
So every gallon of rainwater-derived wastewater (TDS <200 mg/L) that replaces a gallon of normal
wastewater (TDS >1,000 mg/L) can have financial benefits for the city. I haven't yet used this argument to
get them to subsidize rain barrels, but I'm thinking about it...

Gus Yates
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Excellent contribution, Gus
Sorry it took me so long to post it.

John
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Today (9/28/11) at the very successful ARCSA conference in Portland, Lutz
Johnen from Aquality (aqua-lity.co.uk) presented a compelling discussion
about the assertion by some that the carbon footprint of rainwater harvesting
systems is excessive relative to utility water. One of the factors in that
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systems is excessive relative to utility water. One of the factors in that
assertion is a failure on our part (rainwater harvesting community) to identify
the full value of rainwater. More works needs to be done in this area.
Assigning a value to rainwater would facilitate favorable (to rainwater)
governmental, commercial and residential decisions. 

Some of our successful businessmen are making compelling Return on
Investment arguments based on values they have assigned to their
chosen parameters, but their information is proprietary for competitive
reasons. In a similar example, for greenhouse applications, there is dollar
value that could be assigned to the expensive overdosing of pesticides and
fertilizers required because high-pH utility water inhibits their effectiveness.
The mineral content of waters require greater maintenance of drip emitters
and the salts corrode. Boron and Fluoride are toxic to some plants. If you
want to learn more about this, please view Dotty Woodson's Webinar -
available at the ARCSA Store - about Rainwater Harvesting for
Greenhouses.

Determining some dollar values is feasible. 
But perhaps it is not feasible to find values for all parameters.

As Lutz said in his presentation, there are intangibles that defy a dollar - or
pound - valuation. They include purity (health), taste and security (of an
onsite source).
For those intangibles, perhaps we need to use a relative value matrix instead
of an absolute value calculation. For example, to compare two potential
sources of water, an individual might be able to assign for themselves a
relative importance of utility water compared to treated rainwater for health
concerns. Thus this individual may be able to assign a value of 7 to the
health value for treated rainwater compared to a 4 for utility water. 

The Environmental Working Group (www.ewg.org - nonprofit) has published
the surprising lists of contaminants in utility water for many water utilities
across the nation, and have a zip-code based search engine. Of greatest
concern are the unregulated contaminants - for which there are no standards.
Comparing the purity of treated rainwater from a properly designed and
installed system would be very attractive, relatively speaking, compared to
many utility waters. 

This does not lend itself well for the governmental decisions to which Lutz
referred, but may be useful for individual water-source decisions.
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